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In accordance with the required lock cylinder length, you can adjust the internal and 
external length by loosening the screw with an inner hexagon spanner and pulling out 
the handle as needed; if necessary, you can increase the lock cylinder length by using 
an extended lock cylinder piece and tighten the screw after adjustment. Plugged the 
adjusting hole with a silicone plug, which can play a certain waterproof role.
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Accessories list (TOOL BOX)
If there is alack of accessories, please contact customer service in time.

RFID Card * 3
Phillips
screwdriver *1 Allen key *1

Fixing screw for
battery cover* 2

Front handling
screw* 2

Silicone plug* 2

Thimble*1

Manual Product ID

Install  battery

1. Loosen the screws with allen key 2. Open the metal case

3. Open the battery cover

5. Install battery

4. 3 * AAA battery
    (Please buy it by yourself)

6. Fix the battery cover and tighten 
    the screws

Silicone plug

Adjusting the length of the lock cylinder

Due to the security reason, the front handle cannot be taken off.

Align and tighten 
the holes with a cross screwdriver

Lock cylinder
extension * 1

cross
screwdriver * 1

Spare lock cylinder extension, which can increase the length of the lock cylinder if necessary.

Installation pictures

Uresetting diagram

1. Remove the fixing screw and
     original cylinder

2. Take out the screws and take
     out the rear handle

3.The lock cylinder is installed into      
    the lock hole from the outside

4. Installation Fixing screws

5. Install rear handle 6. Fixed rear handle screw

Reset

Thimble

1. Opening the silicone cover           
2. Find the Thimble in the attached accessories
3. Find the hole where the reset button is located
4. Insert the thimble into the hole and press the reset button
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